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UV range light was used for the facile, effective and large-scale synthesis of visible light emitting, surface-protected silicon quantum dots (Si QDs) starting from an amine-functionalized alkoxy silane precursor. Within mild and easy hydrolysis/condensation environments, the use of an amine-functionalized precursor together with a reducing agent resulted in a bright visible green light that could be used for fluorescent analytical detection systems. Visible light emitting Si QDs were investigated and it was found that their emission character depends on the illumination time, hydrolysis/condensation conditions and pretreatments for the silane coupling agents. A Nylon 6,6 electrospon nanofibrous mat was selected as a substrate for decoration by the Si QDs in order to fabricate a flexible and free-standing polymeric nanofibrous mat possessing a visible light emitting character so that it could act as a visible colorimetric sensor. The visible light emitting Si QDs were decorated onto the Nylon 6,6 nanofibrous mats via covering the surfaces as a 'nanodress' by a simple impregnation/dip-coating and heat-curing methods. The analytical results revealed that the Si QDs decorated flexible polymeric nanofibrous mats could be utilized for colorimetric trinitrotoluene (TNT) detection in low concentrations.

Introduction

In the previous methods involving silicon precursor reduction reactions, incredibly harsh and highly reductive environments were used for the fabrication of silicon quantum dots (Si QDs).1–7 These methods include the electrochemical etching of bulk silicon,1 laser-driven pyrolysis of a silane precursor,2 specific HF acid treatment,3 gas phase synthesis under protected conditions,4 acoustic methods,5 hydrothermal route6 and microemulsion synthesis.7 Additionally, as expected, the above-mentioned fabrication procedures require high temperatures, high pressure, special equipment, extreme conditions, protective gas environments special surface treatments and tedious procedures.6,7 Therefore, lots of time and chemical precursors are being wasted. In the present study, we performed a facile and mild fabrication route for synthesis of Si QDs, whereby (3-aminopropyl)triethoxysilane (APTES) was utilized as a silicon source, and a mild reductant played a role under UV light in the formation of the surface-protected Si QDs. Consequently hydrophilic, surface durable, water-dispersible and stable fluorescent Si QDs were obtained. Consequently, a low-cost photochemical strategy providing large quantities with uniform and monodispersed Si QDs was developed with the mentioned reactants for the first time, to the best of our knowledge. Therefore, it can be mentioned that this method may be a candidate for the straightforward fabrication of a large amount of Si QDs. We also found the fluorescent peak was tuneable10 and the resultant Si QDs could be employed as fluorescent probes for sensing,11 cell labelling12 or surface modification applications. Generally, the luminescence features of QD-based nanomaterials is determined by the environmental and surface properties. If the surface and environment of the QDs change, inhomogeneous characteristics can be seen, such as a broadening in the emission. It has been widely shown in investigations that if a QD emitter or fluorophore is embedded or attached/decorated into/onto a matrix, their emission properties can vary. In particular, the surface and physical properties of QD-based emitters must be focused and investigated. From this viewpoint, the origin and characteristics of Si QDs present a highly debated case, especially when their emission properties on different substrates are examined.

As one of the most studied nanofiber production techniques in recent years, electrospinning has been extensively investigated...
for the fabrication of ultrafine fibrous structures from polymeric materials. Since the obtained 1D nanofibres exhibit a high surface-area-to-volume and length-to-diameter ratios for diverse applications, it is possible to modify their surfaces with nanoparticles or different molecules for different applications, such as for filtration, sensing or wound dressing. In this study, we produced Si QDs and decorated them onto flexible Nylon 6,6 electrospun nanofibrous mats by dip-coating and impregnation methods to investigate their colorimetric sensing properties against TNT as a selective colorimetric sensor.

The most salient impact of this study is that it produced a facile and surface-modified fabrication process for ready-to-use and large-scale Si QDs. Since the fabrication required no extreme conditions and the final material is very valuable, stable, visible light emitting QDs, it is possible to utilize them in different nanoapplications. Especially in this manuscript, it is very clear that we produced very stable, acid–base resistant and visible light emitting QDs, it is possible to utilize them in different applications, especially fluorescence and sensing applications. As shown in the manuscript, it is very clear that we produced very stable, acid–base resistant and visible light emitting QDs.

The most salient impact of this study is that it produced a facile and surface-modified fabrication process for ready-to-use and large-scale Si QDs. Since the fabrication required no extreme conditions and the final material is very valuable, stable, visible light emitting QDs, it is possible to utilize them in different nanoapplications. Especially in this manuscript, it is very clear that we produced very stable, acid–base resistant and visible light emitting QDs.

Experimental section

Materials

(3-Aminopropyl)triethoxysilane, C₃H₇NO₃Si (APTES) was kindly donated from Evonik Industries (Germany). Nylon 6,6 pellets (relative viscosity: 230.000–280.000), formic acid (98–100%) and sodium ascorbate (99%) were purchased from Sigma-Aldrich. All the chemicals were used as received without any further purification.

Synthesis of surface-protected Si QDs and sensing

For synthesis of the surface-protected Si QDs, APTES was dissolved in water and the reducing agent, sodium ascorbate (99%), was introduced in a 1:4 proportion. The mixture was stirred for 3 min at 500 rpm and placed under UV light (Osram, Ultravitalux, 300 W, radiated power: 315–400 nm (UVA) at 13.6 W, and 280–315 nm (UVB) at 3.0 W, 15 cm length) under constant stirring. After 30, 60 and 90 min UV treatment, aliquots were taken for examination. The UV light source lamp was shut down for 15 min at 30 min intervals for cooling when 60 min and 90 min illumination was applied. The solution was transformed into a pale, redwine colour and its fluorescence feature was detected immediately. For the sensing experiments, specific concentrations of the TNT were dropped into the Si QDs solution, and the quenching in the fluorescence intensity was measured.

Electrospinning of Nylon 6,6 nanofibres

For the electrospinning of polymeric nanofibres, Nylon 6,6 solution was prepared by dissolving 10% (w/v) Nylon 6,6 pellets in formic acid and then stirring for 3 h at room temperature to obtain a homogeneous and clear solution. The prepared solution was loaded into 10 ml syringes fitted with metallic needles (0.6 mm inner diameter) and then electrospinning was performed by applying 15 kV with a collection distance of 15 cm. The electrospun Nylon 6,6 nanofibres were collected onto the aluminium foil and then peeled off as a free-standing mat.

Dip-coating and impregnation process

For decoration of the Si QDs onto the Nylon 6,6 nanofibrous mats, 200 microlitre of the Si QDs solution was carefully dropped onto the 2 × 2 cm mats. Since nanofibrous mats have pores, the dropped coating solution was accepted as homogeneous and reached both sides effectively. This method was used as the impregnation route for the surface modification. The surface-decorated mats were dried at both under room conditions for 3 h and at 90 °C for 30 min to observe and optimize the coating process. For the dip-coating process, a home-made set-up was installed and the nanofibrous mat (2 × 2 cm) was withdrawn from the Si QDs solution with 100 mm min⁻¹ withdrawal speed. Drying was performed at 90 °C for 30 min. Morphological, structural, fluorescence and sensing experiments were conducted for these Si QDs-decorated nanofibrous mats.

Characterization

The elemental composition investigation (EDX mapping) of the nanofibrous mats before and after the Si QDs decoration was performed together with the morphology and diameter analyses with scanning electron microscopy (SEM) (Quanta 200 FEI, FEI). In order to avoid the electron charging effect, the nanofibrous mats were coated with 5 nm Pt/Au (with PECS-682) prior to the SEM imaging. The average diameters of the nanofibrous mats were calculated by counting and measuring 50–100 fibre diameters and plotting them with respect to their frequencies. Non-linear fitting of the obtained fibre diameters gave an average value with a calculated statistical standard deviation. The surface and elemental composition of the Si QDs, nanofibrous mats and Si QDs-decorated mats were performed by X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS, Thermo Scientific). XPS spectra were obtained using a flood gun charge neutralizer system equipped with a monochromated Al Kα X-ray source (hv = 1486.6 eV) from a 400 mm spot size on the nanofibrous mat. Wide energy survey scans were recorded between 0–1360 eV binding energy range, at a detector pass energy of 200 eV and with an energy step size of 1 eV. High-resolution spectra were obtained at a pass energy of 50 eV and with energy steps of 0.1 eV for each atom.

Additional size, structure, morphological and surface examinations of the Si QDs and nanofibrous mats were conducted by transmission electron microscopy (TEM, Tecnai G2 F30) equipped with an EDS. Detection of the UV-Vis absorption properties of the Si QDs was conducted using a UV-Vis Spectrophotometer (Cary 100). Visible emission features of the synthesized Si QDs and fluorescent probes were detected with a Varian 100 spectrophotometer.

Results and discussion

Si QDs synthesis was performed by the reduction of the APTES with sodium ascorbate in aqueous solution under UV illumination. From our proposed sketch (Fig. 1), one can observe the
growth of the Si QDs and their composition by STEM (Fig. 2a and b) and XPS spectroscopy (Fig. 2c and Fig. S1, ESI†). Specifically, we can examine the Si QDs obtained after 90 min UV illumination (Si QD-90) together with 30 (Si QD-30) and 60 (Si QD-60) min (Fig. S1, ESI†) illumination. Due to the protected and controlled surface environment, Si QDs were monodispersed, having very small nanocrystal sizes (∼2 nm) with a spherical shape, as imaged by STEM and HR-TEM (Fig. 2a and b). The HR-TEM image (Fig. 2a) also displays the high crystallinity of the Si QD-90 and lattice fringes with 0.30 nm interplanar spacing, which is consistent with the (111) plane of diamond Si. From the STEM picture, the available SiO2 cover on the Si QDs is noticeable. However, this cover obstructs the easy imaging of the Si QDs. Noticeably, the total reduction procedure is quite fast and can be completed in a short reaction time under room-temperature conditions. The process was scaled up to about 10 g very easily by using a proper amount of precursors. Analysis of the Si QDs by UV absorption (Fig. S2, ESI†) showed their size selective absorption. Under visible light (Fig. 2d), the solution was yellowish-brown but showed a bright green-cyan emission under UV light (Fig. 2e). Additionally, the fluorescence emission measurements (Fig. 2f) for Si QD-90, Si QD-30 and Si QD-60 (Fig. S3, ESI†) were conducted. The results of the elemental composition detected by XPS are shown in Fig. 2c, illustrating the presence of C, Si, N, O and Na. Visual examination of the Si QD-90 solution under visible and UV light unveiled a bright green-cyan emission, which could be used for different applications, as shown in Fig. 2d and e. The un-inverted STEM images revealed that there was no agglomeration observed for the Si QDs, but an intense silica environment was detected (Fig. S4, ESI†). The HR-TEM results revealed that the Si QDs were composed of a crystalline silicon core. Also, a silica shell is available, which carries the aminopropyl and –OH groups, thus facilitating water solubility and the possible attachment onto diverse surface functional groups, as detected by XPS spectroscopy (Fig. S5, ESI†). The NMR results (Fig. S6, ESI†) reveal the differences between the starting precursor and the obtained Si QDs surfaces. At the beginning, –OCH2CH3 groups are highly visible at 1.12 ppm and 3.54 ppm, respectively.

Fig. 1 General sketch for the synthesis of the surface-modified Si QDs.

Fig. 2 (a) Representative HR-TEM image for the single Si QD-90 with [111] fringe. (b) Representative TEM image for the Si QD-90. (c) XPS spectrum of the SiQD-90. (d) Visual picture of Si QD-90 solution under visible light. (e) Visual picture of Si QD-90 solution under UV light. (e) PL emissions of the Si QD-90 with different excitation wavelengths. (f) PL of the as-prepared Si QD-90 solution and after 75 hours.
These groups then vanish due to the sol–gel reactions, leaving only the functional –CH₂CH₂CH₂NH₂ groups on the Si QDs surfaces. The value of the –NH₂ peak is shifted from 1.27 to 1.20 and in addition to that, the values of the carbon-connected protons are shifted, starting (from nitrogen to silicon): 2.58 ppm, 1.52 ppm and 0.58 ppm shifted to 2.81 ppm, 1.62 ppm and 0.57 ppm, respectively. The visible light emission of the Si QDs arises from quantum confinement due to the size of the Si nanostructures (Fig. 2d and e). It is prominent that silicon exhibits a weak PL as well as a long exciton-hole recombination time, transforming it into a material that is hard to prepare in huge amounts with monodispersity and uniformity. ⁱ⁸–²¹ Interestingly, evolution of the Si QDs can be observed by the high-resolution XPS peak shift of the Si 2p, as presented in Fig. S5 (ESI†). A continuous evolution and shift towards lower energy, which possibly provides proof for the increase in the Si QDs formation, is seen. Deconvolution of the Si 2p peaks can also be seen in Fig. S5 (ESI†). The peak maxima shifts from 102.3 eV (30 min) to 102.1 eV (60 min) and then 101.8 eV (90 min), respectively, for the corresponding UV exposure times. Additionally, the high-resolution XPS peaks of the N 1s for the fluorescent probes (Fig. S5, ESI†) showed that there is a constant increase in the peak intensity. Together with a remarkable increase in the region of 400–402 eV. The O 1s high-resolution XPS peaks also facilitate the investigation of the Si QDs evolution (not shown). Even though the different sources for the visible emission are debated in the literature for the Si QDs evolution (not shown). Even though the different sources for the fluorescent probes (Fig. S7, ESI†), there are 2 components of the emission maxima corresponding to the λ_em(30) = 497 nm, λ_em(60) = 484 nm, λ_em(90) = 480 nm constantly, which can be attributed to the QD emission peaks changing with the formation and growth steps with the varying surface environment. The excitation wavelength was increased 10 nm in every additional experiment. The PL results showed that after 30 min treatment, the intensity of the corresponding PL peak was almost 5 times lower than the latest measurement. For the 60 and 90 min treatments, almost similar results were obtained. The emission intensities increased stepwise, and generally 400 nm excitation gave the highest corresponding emission peak. If there are no additional reactant preventing the Si QDs formation, then the synthesized QDs can be obtained with the same characteristics. Temperature or high reactant concentrations can cause a variation in the fluorescence emission, also revealed in the literature. ¹⁹–²¹ The results showed that, due to the sol–gel condensation, the Si QDs precipitate within 2–3 days as spherical nanoparticles within a protective layer if they are fabricated under room-temperature conditions. Still, the measurements (Fig. 2g) show that Si QD-90 maintained its visible light emission stability for up to 75 h. According to the PL spectrum analysis (Fig. S7, ESI†), there are 2 components of the Si QDs visible emission that can be detected by the deconvoluted spectra. Observations reveal that in the low excitation wavelengths, a generally broad and unsymmetric PL peak shape is seen, revealing that the possible multi-unsymmetric PL peaks could be fitted into two peaks, with the first one centred around the emission mechanism. Analysis showed one at 425 nm (2.91 eV) and another positioned at 515 nm (2.50 eV) (Fig. S7, ESI†). According to the literature, ²¹ we concluded that the lower energy peak possibly originates from surface defects of the Si QDs, which can be affected by the environmental parameters. Additionally a latter peak, which is positioned at higher energy possibly originates from exciton radiative recombination at the core-related levels together with the surface effects. ²⁶ Generally, when the excitation wavelength is increased, a higher emission intensity with better Gaussian morphology at the peaks was observed as an interesting trend. Since silicon structures generally display a large number of dangling bonds, these features can cause surface defects and cause an alteration in the emission intensity. Due to the chemical and highly reactive nature of the precursor, a thin SiO₂ layer present on the Si QDs provides a relatively static surface state. Oxygen can also be a very powerful candidate to stabilize the Si QDs surface. XPS analysis showed that the N 1s peak increased its intensity remarkably with the increased illumination times. High-resolution N 1s peaks (Fig. S5, ESI†) revealed an unsymmetric peak shape, with the more energetic part becoming more visible at 398.9 eV and 400.7 eV, respectively. Since fabricated Si QDs carry –NH₂ groups on their surface, together with other alkoxy and hydroxyl groups, they are capable of attaching to the different functional surfaces for utilization in sensing applications. From this viewpoint, a proper bonding of the as-prepared Si QDs with a green and facile attachment method onto common polymeric surfaces is essential. There are different routes for the surface modification of the electrospun polymer surfaces for the widely utilized cellulose acetate, ²⁷,²⁸ polyester, ²⁹ Nylon 6,6,³⁰ and polycaprolactone (PCL) ¹¹ materials as one of the most rapidly emerging areas for the different applications. These polymeric structures behave mostly hydrophilically, transforming their electrosprun nanofibre utilization to a limited degree because of their durability and stability drawbacks. Therefore, the facile modification of these molecules is of great interest, prompting various studies involving homogeneous substitution or the reaction with hydroxyl, carboxyl or amino groups available on these materials. Some relatively common modification methods for nanostructured materials include the sol–gel method, ³²,³³ graft polymerization, ³⁴,³⁵ plasma treatment,³⁶,³⁷ and impregnation techniques. ³⁵,³⁶ From the chemical interaction approach, esterification via –OH groups is the most common process to prepare surface-tailored polymeric structures. Additionally, carboxylic addition or amine reaction can also provide further functionalization when the proper conditions are utilized. Since alkoxy groups on the precursor silane during this fabrication method are prone to sol–gel chemistry mediated attacks, hydrolysis/condensation reactions are facilitated, and once alkoxy silane reacts with the proper functional groups,³² surface decoration by these as-synthesized Si QDs is possible. Here, we successfully electrosprun bead-free and uniform Nylon 6,6 nanofibres ([Fig. 3a]–[3c]) from 10% (w/v) polymer solutions with an average fibre diameter of 90 ± 20 nm (Fig. S8, ESI†). Afterwards, the as-synthesized Si QDs (Si QD-90) were deposited onto this flexible polymeric nanofibrous mat, and it was
observed that the fibrous structure was kept after the dip-coating process (Fig. 3b1–b3). During the surface modification, the impregnation method and dip-coating processes were applied separately and analyzed thoroughly to detect the best Si QD deposition technique for depositing onto the electrospun mats. The details of the whole coating processes are given in the experimental part. Since the Si QDs have functional −OH, −NH2 and alkoxy groups arising from the propagated sol–gel reaction, when the dip-coating process is applied, the Nylon 6,6-NF surface (N–H and C=O) structure interacts with the functional groups present in the Si QD-90 colloidal solution. SEM image of the Si QD-90-decorated nanofibres showed that the smooth morphology of the Nylon 6,6-NF (Fig. 3a1–a3) was slightly disturbed and became slightly rougher due to the Si QD-90 decoration (Fig. 3b1–b3). For comparison, an impregnation method for the Si QDs deposition was conducted with the prepared 200 μL Si QD-90 solution.

After dropping the Si QD-90 solution onto the Nylon 6,6 nanofibrous mats, the drying procedure was varied to define the best way of decoration. In the first drying method tested for the impregnation route, Si QD-90 impregnated nanofibres 2 × 2 cm mats were cured at 90 °C for 30 min (Fig. 3c1–c3) and labelled as 1. Other nanofibrous mats were dried under room-temperature conditions (2 × 2 cm dimensions, 22 °C, 45% humidity, 3 h) and labelled as 2 (Fig. 3d1–d3). Morphological and visual observations were conducted by SEM as shown in every corresponding decorated nanofibrous mat. The impregnation method with two separate drying processes provided an inhomogeneous deposition of the Si QD-90, possibly arising from SiO2 pools covering the surface of the Nylon 6,6-NF, leading to local optical problems (Fig. 3c2 and d2) for the nanofibrous mats. At 90 °C and 30 min drying, the SEM investigation (Fig. 3c2) revealed that the heating and curing procedure under these conditions transformed the nanofibrous mats in an almost similar way to that for the dip-coated nanofibrous mats (Fig. 3b2). Only the roughness increases, and the morphological differences observable are possibly due to the water absorption on the Si QD-90. On the contrary, the room temperature (22 °C, 45% humidity, 3 h) dried method yielded compact and fully surface-covered nanofibrous mats (Fig. 3d2), which actually effectively veiled the surface of the Nylon 6,6-NF and transformed the mat into another new nanostructure. Here, possibly, completion of the sol–gel reactions was not finalized and instead of surface interaction, components of the Si QD-90 colloidal solution reacted with each other and

![Fig. 3](http://example.com/fig3.png)
formed a dense SiO$_2$ layer over the top. Under UV illumination, the fluorescent feature of the impregnated fibres are perfectly suitable, whatever drying procedure is used, but optically, morphologically and elastically, the results are not promising. In addition to this, when dip-coated Si QD-90 decoration of the Nylon 6,6-NF was conducted (Fig. 3a1–a3), preservation of the morphology was seen before and after Si QD-90 decoration. Examination under UV light without and with Si QD-90 showed the visible light emitting characteristics of the nanofibrous mats. The homogeneous photoluminescence characteristics and better optical coverage and indeed almost no morphological variations supported the idea of a higher compatibility for the dip-coating method. The Si QD-90-decorated Nylon 6,6-NF mat was illuminated with UV light, while the green emitting nanofibrous mat was detected easily. For further analysis of the dip-coating process, the deposited Si QD-90 layer was examined by TEM (Fig. 4a), XPS (Fig. 4b) and STEM-HAADF-EDX mapping (Fig. 4c). Since the Si QD-90 layer attached to the Nylon 6,6 acts as a fluorescence coating, one can detect the coated region on the nanofibre surface, as seen in the TEM imaging (Fig. 4a). XPS analysis revealed (Fig. 4b) Si 2p peaks arising from the Si QD-90 formulation. Since sol–gel chemistry provides the proper attachment onto the Nylon 6,6-NF, the mats interact with these semi-polymeric alkoxy silane species at a molecular level to form a protective and fluorescent layer. STEM-HAADF-EDX mapping (Fig. 4c) of N, O and Si was performed and clearly revealed the presence of a Si QDs coating. The brighter fields showed the denser atomic availability in the STEM mapping. In the last overlapped STEM image, blue represents nitrogen, green represents oxygen and red represents silicon atoms. If we compare the impregnation and dip-coating processes, an excessive Si content can be speculated on and was detected by the EDX spectra (Fig. S9, ESI†) and quantitative analysis. The results interestingly showed that the room-temperature dried impregnated nanofibrous mats (Si = 20.5%) had almost 2 times more Si content than the 90 °C, 30 min dried impregnated mats (Si = 10.1%). This is possibly due to the extreme number of different silicon species occurring in uncontrolled and uncompleted sol–gel reactions. Strikingly, the dip-coated Nylon 6,6-NF contained only 8.4% Si, which is the lowest amount among the deposition techniques. By lowering the withdrawal speed, this level could possibly be decreased.$^{38,39}$ EDX mapping analysis of the dip-coated sample (Fig. 5) clearly shows the available atomic entities together with the Na content, which comes from the reducing agent. The mapping results clearly show the homogeneous distribution of the Si QD-90 on the Nylon 6,6-NF. FT-IR investigation (Fig. S10a, ESI†) also showed that a Si–O peak

![Fig. 4](image_url) (a) Representative TEM image of the Si QD-90 coated Nylon 6,6-NF (b) XPS spectra of the Nylon 6,6-NF and Si QD-90 coated Nylon 6,6-NF (c) STEM-HAADF-EDX atomic mapping of the Si QD-90 coated Nylon 6,6-NF (blue = nitrogen, green = oxygen, red = silicon).
appears at 980 cm$^{-1}$ in addition to the other Nylon 6,6-NF peaks, where the N–H peak appears at 3310 cm$^{-1}$ and the unsymmetrical C–O peak is seen at 1642 cm$^{-1}$ for the amide structure. When compared, the dip-coated sample showed a remarkably lower intensity for the Si–O peaks, and, as expected, the air-dried sample had the higher intensity, which confirms the higher quantity of Si QDs decoration. Thermal analysis (Fig. S10b, ESI†) also supported the findings about the higher loading by the impregnation method. The TGA results showed that Nylon 6,6-NF starts to decompose at around 400 °C and this ends at 510 °C, losing almost all of its components (97%), but when it is decorated with Si QD-90, due to the water and other volatile components, the structures gave three different decomposition regions. First, the impregnated and dip-coated samples appear to have the same decomposition characteristics, but due to the different amount of decoration, the weight% loss amounts are different. First, the weight losses start in the 150–170 °C range, and possibly belong to water and other surface adsorbed volatile entities. Up till 180 °C, an 8% loss from the impregnated samples was observed. This level was 4% for the dip-coated sample. After that, a second decomposition starts at 340 °C till 410 °C, while the third loss continues until 520 °C. The air-dried sample loses 86% until 800 °C, and this value is 90% for the 90 °C dried sample. The dip-coated sample loses 94% weight and possibly losses SiO$_2$, as other samples also behave similarly. Consequently, the extreme loading and inhomogeneity were also confirmed by thermal analysis. Fig. 6a shows the Si QD-90 decoration method for the Nylon 6,6-NF. Although in the literature, TNT vapour$^{42}$ is used with some other techniques$^{13,44}$ for the detection of TNT molecules, since TNT is an important and water-soluble pollutant, we focused on aqueous detection. Some studies$^{44}$ focus on the SERS detection of the TNT, but TNT is a water-soluble molecule and its detection in soil-based environments is vital. By investigating the quenching efficiencies (Fig. 6b) of the Si QDs with different concentrations of TNT, we were able to detect the Stern–Volmer plot (Fig. S11, ESI†), and the fitting results showed that the quenching relationship was $y = 0.51 \times [\text{TNT}] + 0.92$, and there is a direct relationship between the quenching constant and the concentration of the trinitro group linked to the aromatic ring, which results from the strong electron-withdrawing effect of the nitro group. Fig. 6c represents the colorimetric sensing mechanism of the as-prepared Si QD-90 for TNT. It is known that QD fluorescence is very sensitive to external parameters and concentration. After the dip coating, the visible emission peak of the Nylon 6,6/Si QD-NF were shifted slightly from 482 nm to 484 nm as a result of stacking or light re-adsorption, which can also effect the FRET feature.

Surprisingly, the emission peak of the Si QD-90-decorated nanofibrous mat did not show any remarkable deviation from the prepared mother solution. Literature showed that if FRET is to happen in solid nanomaterials with embedded QDs, a higher quantity of shorter wavelength emitters has to be introduced due to the energy transfer compensation to longer wavelength emitters.$^{45-48}$ Since light-controlled sol–gel reactions provide very active chemical functionalities for the fabrication of Si QD-90, decoration onto the flexible Nylon 6,6 mats is easier. It is known that, after the coating/decoration processes, the drying process for the electrosprun polymeric nanostructure is remarkably faster. This is due to the solvent leaving the high-surface-area-to-volume fibre surfaces very rapidly to equilibrate the thermodynamic heat transfer. This phenomenon can also lead to physical and mechanical variations on the electrosprun nanofibres, but the SEM investigation showed no remarkable change in our case. It is widely known that TNT can selectively interact with primary amines by donor–acceptor chemistry (Fig. 6c).$^{49}$ When interaction occurs, an electron transfer from the primary amine to the aromatic ring facilitated by the side groups takes place. We have already illustrated the amine–TNT complex formation in Fig. 6c. Formation of the complex can be visualized by UV spectroscopy, but a decrease in fluorescence response can be more effective. Since Si QD-90 carry primary amino groups on the surface, the addition of different concentrations decreases the fluorescence intensity, which can be observed and plotted by the Stern–Volmer approach. For quantification of the TNT analyte, the Stern–Volmer equation was utilized as follows:

$$I_0/I = 1 + KS_V[A]$$

where $I_0$ is the initial fluorescence intensity without the analyte, $I$ is the fluorescence intensities of the analyte responses with different concentrations, $K_{S_V}$ is the quenching constant and $[A]$ is the analyte concentration, which we explained earlier. Fig. 6d–g shows the visual colour change of the Si QD-90-decorated Nylon 6,6-NF mat after TNT quenching. Visual colorimetric observation of the TNT was performed via the PL technique for different
concentrations of TNT from 1.5 mM to 7.5 nM. It is highly visible that the sensing performance of the Si QD-90 is easily identifiable (Fig. 6f–g) with UV light ($\lambda_{\text{ext}}$: 352 nm) by the naked eye, in the TNT solutions at selected concentrations. The origin of this colour is the Meisenheimer complex (Fig. 6c), requiring the availability of $-\text{NH}_2$ groups on the fluorescent nanostructures.50–52 Since the aromatic structure is highly stable, the reaction and/or response times of the Si QD-90 was found within 10–30 s after the TNT exposure by dropping. Notably, a colour change was observable on dried nanofibrous mats, indicating their rapid response character. PL quenching experiments were conducted up till 7.5 nM (Fig. 6d–g), which transformed the nanofibrous mat surface to a slightly wine-red colour. To check the solvent effect for detection, the treatments were used without TNT, and no change was observed as expected. 1 mM and 1.5 mM TNT levels were also detected. Investigations on the nanofibrous mat after the subsequent treatment with TNT showed (Fig. S12a–c, ESI†) that the defined previous morphology of the fibrous structure was the same and that higher analyte concentrations did not cause variations in the fibre structure. Interestingly, when the dip-coated nanofibrous mats were stored in highly acidic (pH = 2.3) and highly basic (pH = 12.6) solutions over a 1 h period, there was no change in visible emission, stressing the protective feature of the SiO$_2$ layer around the Si QD-90 (Fig. S13, ESI†). As one of the general ceramic forming components, SiO$_2$ plays the role of Si QD-90 surface protection and helps to maintain the fluorescence intensity, even in these extreme conditions. The stability of the as-prepared Si QDs was also tested (Fig. 2g). Basically, according to this process, Si QDs fabrication involves a sol–gel system, leading to the formation of the SiO$_2$ structures when stored. Still, the Si QDs solution maintains its fluorescence intensity and spectral position for 75 h (Fig. 2g). After 75 h, due to the extreme and uncontrolled hydrolysis and condensation reactions, Si QDs emission starts to deviate from its original properties. The Si QDs precipitate within the SiO$_2$ nanoparticles, and then, even though they still emit green light, solid nanocomposite silica structures are obtained, as shown in Fig. S14 (ESI†). We also evaluated the specificity of the probe towards TNT by using PNP and toluene as other aromatic analytes. As expected, the results highlighted that the mono-nitro compound (4-nitrophenol (PNP)) can slightly decrease the fluorescence intensity as shown (Fig. S15a–b, ESI†) but toluene showed no decrease in intensity. These results show that the as-prepared Si QDs are superior structurally, and from a surface functionality perspective, when compared to the previous nanoparticle/QD preparations, for which their detection levels were at the $\mu$molar level.53,54 Even though TNT vapour utilization may vary the conditions, it should be highlighted that our results are relatively better than in previous experiments, where the detection limits were in the $\mu$molar level.55–57 Consequently, we have shown that, visible light emitting Si QDs can be fabricated by a light-controlled procedure and
can be decorated onto electrospun, nanofibrous and flexible Nylon 6,6, mats to transform them into colorimetric sensors via their quenchable visible emission properties. Due to the suitable chemical functionalities available on the surface of the Si QDs, Nylon 6,6 nanofibrous mats were coated in nm thickness and they showed selective efficiency for the determination of TNT, as our analytical investigations revealed.

Conclusions

We developed a colorimetric TNT sensor by the decoration of Si QDs onto nanofibrous Nylon 6,6, mats via a dip-coating process. Light-controlled fabrication of the Si QDs facilitated the TNT sensing procedure, since –NH₂ groups available on the Si QDs surface play an important role. For an optimal Si QDs-decoration process onto nanofibrous Nylon 6,6, mats, we also investigated the impregnation and dip-coating processes separately to detect the proper conditions. Molecular interaction between the aromatic TNT ring and –NH₂ carrying Si QDs, which were decorated onto the nanofibrous Nylon 6,6, mats, allowed us to define the low amounts of analyte, as revealed by the results. The examinations also convinced us that the fabricated surface-tailored Si QDs may be utilized to design other colorimetric sensor structures for the preparation of cheap and rapid detectors for different applications.
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